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December 12th, 2022 

 

2023 M-TEC motorsports activity summary 

 

M-TEC will announce 2023 motorsports and promotional activities of M-TEC Co., Ltd. (Hereinafter 

“MUGEN”). 

 

Upholding the theme of “Fast,” “Strong,” and “Cool,” MUGEN will actively devote itself into 

motorsports activities from the top to participatory race categories domestically and worldwide. 

 

MUGEN will compete in Japan’s premier single-seater series SUPER FORMULA with two cars and 

try the best to win the drivers' championship and teams' championship. 

 

MUGEN also will become a partner with ARTA to compete in one of the most popular car races in 

Japan SUPER GT GT500 with two cars to win the series championship. 

 

Along with the motorsports activities above, MUGEN will work with Honda to run participatory 

category race events, and provide Honda squads with the engines, engine maintenance service, and 

engine circuit support service. 

 

Refer to the following pages for details, please. 
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【Domestic four-wheel motorsports activities】 

 

■SUPER FORMULA 

 

TEAM MUGEN will again participate in SUPER FORMULA in this season. Tomoki Nojiri who 

became the 2021 and 2022 drivers' champion in a row, will take the wheel to win another drivers' 

championship for the third successive year. It is Reb Bull junior driver Liam Lawson who will take 

the wheel of #15 to find a chance of becoming the winner of the round as soon as possible to contribute 

to another teams' championship along with #1 Tomoki Nojiri. 

 

MUGEN will also provide 2.0-liter 4 Cylinder Turbocharged Direct Injection engine “HR-417E” for 

SUPER FORMULA with 5 teams for 9 cars and at the same time engine maintenance service, and 

engine circuit support service. 

 

●TEAM STRUCTURE 

Team Name No. Driver Director 

TEAM MUGEN 
1 Tomoki Nojiri 

Hirokatsu Tanaka 
15 Liam Lawson 

 

●Engine supply, maintenance, and circuit support service 

Team Name No. 

TEAM MUGEN 1 

15 

DOCOMO TEAM DANDELION RACING 5 

6 

Threebond Drago CORSE 12 

B-Max Racing 50 

51 

TCS NAKAJIMA RACING 64 

65 

SUPER FORMULA official site: http://superformula.net 
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■SUPER GT GT500 class 

 

MUGEN will become a partner with ARTA and compete in SUPER GT GT500 with two cars to win 

the series championship. The team director will be Aguri Suzuki, drivers will be Tomoki Nojiri and 

Toshiki Oyu / Nirei Fukuzumi and Hiroki Otsu for the championship. 

 

MUGEN will also provide 2.0-liter 4 Cylinder Turbocharged Direct Injection engine “HR-420E” for 

SUPER GT with 5 cars of 4 teams and at the same time engine maintenance and engine circuit 

support service. 

 

●TEAM STRUCTURE 

Team Name No. Driver Director 

ARTA 

8 
Tomoki Nojiri 

Aguri Suzuki 
Toshiki Oyu 

16 
Nirei Fukuzumi 

Hiroki Otsu 

 

●Engine supply, maintenance, and circuit support service 

Team Name No. 

ARTA 8 

16 

Astemo REAL RACING 17 

Modulo Nakajima Racing 64 

TEAM KUNIMITSU 100 

SUPER GT official site: https://supergt.net/ 
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■NSX GT3 

 

MUGEN will work as a sales representative of NSX GT3 and its related parts and service in Japan 

and also provide Honda squads with engine maintenance and circuit support service. 

 

NSX GT3 MUGEN official site: http://www.mugen-power.com/motorsports/NSX-GT3/ 

 

 

■N-ONE OWNER’S CUP 

 

“N-ONE OWNER’S CUP” is the sprint race competed among kei-cars with registered license plates 

N-ONEs. The cup started from 2014 to provide participants from the beginners with a chance to feel 

pleasure of driving and handling the car. Under the same concept the cup will be held in 8 locations 

(SUZUKA CIRCUIT, Mobility Resort Motegi, OKAYAMA international circuit, FUJI SPEEDWAY, 

AUTO POLIS, Sportsland SUGO, TOKACHI SPEEDWAY, and TSUKUBA CIRCUIT). MUGEN is 

going to make their circuit support service quality even better for the beginners. 

 

N-ONE OWNER'S CUP Official Website: http://www.n-one-owners-cup.jp 

 

 

■Honda Sports Driving Program [SCHOOL] 

 

“Honda Sports Driving & Eco Program” starting from 2012 was renewed in 2022 and restarted as 

“Honda Sports Driving Program [SCHOOL].” The program will be held at SUZUKA CIRCUIT and 

Mobility Resort Motegi in 2023. 

 

Honda Sports Driving Program [SCHOOL] is the driving program in which FIT RS※ tuned for the 

race is adopted to make anybody feel pleasure of the motorsports easily under the concept “Handle, 

Learn, and Compete.” You can rent not only cars but all the equipment. You do not have to prepare 

anything beforehand. Various licenses can be obtained in this program for the beginners to the 

participants who want to challenge the race.  

 

Honda Sports Driving Program [SCHOOL] Official Website: https://www.honda.co.jp/drivers-challenge/hdp-school/about/ 

 

※Previous FIT RS 

http://www.mugen-power.com/motorsports/NSX-GT3/
https://www.honda.co.jp/drivers-challenge/hdp-school/about/
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【Overseas four wheels motorsports activities】 

 

MUGEN will continue to provide Honda users participating in various kinds of races with high 

performance products including tuning engines for the race and circuit support service not only in 

Japan but worldwide. 

 

MUGEN will get feedbacks of techniques and know-hows obtained through such motorsports’ 

activities on all MUGEN products and deliver such products to the customers. 


